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Map Reduce Jobs 

•  Prepare input data 
•  Implement  

– Mapper 
– Reducer 
– Combiner (optional) 
– Partitioner (optional) 
– Reducer input k,v types must match mapper’s 

output k,v types 
– Similarly for combiner and mapper and reducer 
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•  programmer has little control over  

– Where a mapper or reducer runs (i.e., on 
which node in the cluster). 

– When a mapper or reducer begins or finishes. 
– Which input key-value pairs are processed by 

a specific mapper. 
– Which intermediate key-value pairs are 

processed by a specific reducer.  
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programmer does have control over execution 
and managing the flow of data 

–  construct complex data structures as keys and values to 
store and communicate partial results.  

–  execute user-specified initialization code at the beginning 
of a map or reduce task, and the ability to execute user-
specified termination code at the end of a map or reduce 
task.  

–  preserve state in both mappers and reducers across 
multiple input or intermediate keys.  

–  control the sort order of intermediate keys, and therefore 
the order in which a reducer will encounter particular keys.  

–  control the partitioning of the key space, and therefore the 
set of keys that will be encountered by a particular reducer.  
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class Mapper 
    method Map(docid a, doc d)  
         for all term t ∈ doc d do  
                Emit(term t, count 1)  
 
class Reducer 
     method Reduce(term t, counts [c1, c2, . . .])  

 sum ← 0 
 for all count c ∈ counts [c1,c2,...] do  
  sum ← sum + c  
 Emit(term t, count sum)  
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Word Count v1 
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Word Count v1 
class Mapper 
    method Map(docid a, doc d)  
         for all term t ∈ doc d do  
                Emit(term t, count 1)  
 
class Reducer 
     method Reduce(term t, counts [c1, c2, . . .])  

 sum ← 0 
 for all count c ∈ counts [c1,c2,...] do  
  sum ← sum + c  
 Emit(term t, count sum)  
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Word Count v2  
use In-Mapper Combiner 

class Mapper 
    method Map(docid a, doc d)  
     H ← new AssociativeArray  

 for all term t ∈ doc d do  
  H{t} ← H{t} + 1  //tally counts for entire document 

 for all term t ∈ H do  
  Emit(term t,count H{t})  

//reducer remains same 
WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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note 

•  a (Java) mapper object is created for each 
map task, which is responsible for 
processing a block of input key- value 
pairs. Prior to processing any input key-
value pairs, the mapper’s Initialize method 
is called, which is an API hook for user-
specified code. Why not use this to our 
advantage.. 

•  Similar for Close method 
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Preserve state across multiple calls of map 

Word Count v3  
use In-Mapper Combiner & API hooks 

•  class Mapper 
    method Initialize  

  H ← new AssociativeArray  
 method Map(docid a, doc d)  
  for all term t ∈ doc d do  
   H{t} ← H{t} + 1     //tally counts across documents 

 method Close 
  for all term t ∈ H do  
   Emit(term t, count H{t}) 

 
//reducer remains same 
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In-Mapper Combiners? 
•  Main advantages 

–  Hadoop makes no guarantee that combiners will run 
–  In-mapper combiners typically more efficient 

•  Drawbacks 
–  Breaks the functional underpinning of MapReduce 
–  fundamental scalability bottleneck associated with the 

in-mapper combining pattern (e.g. need sufficient 
memory for array H)  

–  Local aggregation is also an effective technique for 
dealing with reduce stragglers  
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In-Mapper Combiners? 

•  A solution to limiting memory usage when 
using the in-mapper combining technique 
is to “block” input key-value pairs and 
“flush” in-memory data structures 
periodically.  But can it be efficiently 
implemented? 
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Beware of Algorithmic 
Correctness with Local 

Aggregation 
•  Example: we have a large dataset where 

input keys are strings and input values are 
integers, and we wish to compute the 
mean of all integers associated with the 
same key  
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Compute Mean for Keys v1 
class Mapper 

 method Map(string t, integer r)  
  Emit(string t, integer r)  

class Reducer 
 Reduce(string t, integers [r1, r2, . . .])  
  sum←0 
  cnt←0 
  for all integer r ∈ integers [r1, r2, . . .] do  
   sum ← sum + r  
   cnt ← cnt + 1 
  ravg ← sum/cnt  
  Emit(string t, real ravg )  
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Correct code? 
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class Mapper 
 method Map(string t, integer r)  
  Emit(string t, integer r)  

class Combiner 
 method Combine(string t, integers [r1, r2, . . .])  
  sum←0;    cnt←0 
  for all integer r ∈ integers [r1, r2, . . .] do  
   sum ← sum + r ;   cnt ← cnt + 1 
  ravg ← sum/cnt  
  Emit(string t, real ravg)  

class Reducer 
 method Reduce(string t, reals [(r1, r2, . . .])  
  sum←0;   cnt←0 
  for all real r ∈ reals [r1, r2, . . .] do  
   sum ← sum + r ;   cnt ← cnt + 1 
  ravg ← sum/cnt  
  Emit(string t, real ravg )  

Emit WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Compute Mean for Keys v2 
Correct code? 

class Mapper 
 method Map(string t, integer r)  
  Emit(string t, integer r)  

class Combiner 
 method Combine(string t, integers [r1, r2, . . .])  
  sum←0 
  cnt←0 
  for all integer r ∈ integers [r1, r2, . . .] do  
   sum ← sum + r ;   cnt ← cnt + 1 
  Emit(string t, pair (sum, cnt))  

class Reducer 
 method Reduce(string t, pairs [(s1, c1), (s2, c2) . . .])  
  sum←0;   cnt←0 
  for all pair (s, c) ∈ pairs [(s1, c1), (s2, c2) . . .] do  
   sum ← sum + s ;    cnt ← cnt + c 
  ravg ← sum/cnt  
  Emit(string t, real ravg )  
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Compute Mean for Keys v3 
Correct code? 

class Mapper 
 method Map(string t, integer r)  
  Emit(string t, pair (r,1))  

class Combiner 
 method Combine(string t, integers [r1, r2, . . .])  
  sum←0 
  cnt←0 
  for all integer r ∈ integers [r1, r2, . . .] do  
   sum ← sum + r ;   cnt ← cnt + 1 
  Emit(string t, pair (sum, cnt))  

class Reducer 
 method Reduce(string t, pairs [(s1, c1), (s2, c2) . . .])  
  sum←0;   cnt←0 
  for all pair (s, c) ∈ pairs [(s1, c1), (s2, c2) . . .] do  
   sum ← sum + s ;    cnt ← cnt + c 
  ravg ← sum/cnt  
  Emit(string t, real ravg )  
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class Mapper  
 method Initialize  
  S ← new AssociativeArray  
  C ← new AssociativeArray  
 method Map(string t, integer r)  
  S{t} ← S{t} + r  
  C{t} ← C{t} + 1  
 method Close 
  for all term t ∈ S do  
   Emit(term t, pair (S{t}, C{t})) 

 
// reducer remains same as v4  
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Compute Mean for Keys v5 
(use In-Mapper Combiner) 

Pairs & Stripes design patterns for 
MapReduce programming 

•  compute word co-occurrence matrix for a large corpora 
•  the co-occurrence matrix of a corpus is a square n × n 

matrix where n is the number of unique words in the 
corpus (i.e., the vocabulary size).  

•  A cell mij contains the number of times word wi co-occurs 
with word wj within a specific context—a natural unit such 
as a sentence, paragraph, or a document, or a certain 
window of m words (where m is an application-dependent 
parameter).  

•  Note that the upper and lower triangles of the matrix are 
identical since co-occurrence is a symmetric relation, 
though in the general case relations between words need 
not be symmetric.  
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Comments on the Word Co-
occurrence Matrix 

•  The upper and lower triangles of the 
matrix are identical since co-occurrence is 
a symmetric relation. 

•   In the general case, relations between 
words need not be symmetric,  

•  For example, a co-occurrence matrix M 
where mij is the count of how many times 
word i was immediately succeeded by 
word j would usually not be symmetric.  
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Word Co-occurrence Matrix 
•  quite common task  
•  in text processing, e.g.,  

–  for computing statistics such as pointwise 
mutual information,  

–  for unsupervised sense clustering, 
–  for lexical semantics based on distributional 

profiles of words  
•  in information retrieval, e.g., 

– Automatic thesaurus construction 
– stemming 
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Word Co-occurrence Matrix Usage 

•  Estimate distributions of discrete joint 
events from a large number of 
observations  

•  Analyze point-of-sale transaction records 
for a retailer for better inventory 
management and product placement 

•  Intelligence analysis -- identify 
associations between re-occurring 
possibly unrelated financial transactions  
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Word Co-occurrence Matrix 
(WCM) Complexity 

•  O(n2) space,     n = size of the vocabulary 
•  For real-world English corpora 

– n can be hundreds of thousands of words 
– even billions of words in web-scale collections 

•  Computation of WCM is quite simple for 
in-memory processing (if WCM will fit into memory) 

•  compression techniques can increase the 
size on a single machine but still inherent 
scalability limitations 

WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Word Co-occurrence Matrix  v1 
class Mapper 

 method Map(docid a, doc d)  
  for all term w ∈ doc d do 
   for all term u ∈ Neighbors(w) do  
    Emit(pair (w, u), count 1)  

         ◁ Emit count for each co-occurrence  

class Reducer 
 method Reduce(pair p, counts [c1, c2, . . .])  
  s←0 
  for all count c ∈ counts [c1,c2,...] do  
   s ← s + c  
  Emit(pair p, count s)  
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Pairs Approach 

Word Co-occurrence Matrix  v2 
class Mapper 

 method Map(docid a, doc d)  
  for all term w ∈ doc d do 
   H ← new AssociativeArray 
   for all term u ∈ Neighbors(w) do  
    H{u} ← H{u} + 1  
   Emit(Term w, Stripe H) ◁ Tally words co-occurring with w 

class Reducer 
 method Reduce(term w, stripes [H1, H2, H3, . . .])  
  Hf ← new AssociativeArray 
  for all stripe H ∈ stripes [H1, H2, H3, . . .] do  
   Sum(Hf, H)        ◁ element-wise sum 

  Emit(term w, stripe Hf )  
  

WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Stripes Approach 

Observations on WCM –  
Pairs and Stripes Approaches 

•  Both can benefit from combiners  
•  Combiners with the stripes approach have 

more opportunities for local aggregation 
•  For both algorithms, the in-mapper 

combining optimization can also be applied 
(tbds) 

•  potential scalability bottlenecks  
– stripes approach makes the assumption that, at 

any point in time, each associative array is small 
enough to fit into memory  
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Which is faster?  
WCM Pairs or WCM Stripes? 

•  Lin’s paper in EMNLP 2008 
•  Applied to APW corpus  

– 2.27 million documents 
– 5.7GB 
– All XML markup was removed, followed by 

tokenization from the Lucene search engine 
– All tokens were replaced with unique integers 

for an efficient encoding 
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Which is faster?  
WCM Pairs or WCM Stripes? 
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Which is faster?  
WCM Pairs or WCM Stripes? 
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WCM Pairs vs. WCM Stripes 
(some concluding remarks) 
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•  the pairs and stripes approaches represent endpoints along a 
continuum of possibilities. The pairs approach individually records each 
co-occurring event, while the stripes approach records all co-occurring 
events with respect to a conditioning event.  

•  A middle ground might be to record a subset of the co-occurring events 
with respect to a conditioning event.  

•  We might divide up the entire vocabulary into b buckets (e.g., via 
hashing), so that words co-occurring with wi would be divided into b 
smaller “sub-stripes”, associated with say 10 separate keys, (wi, 1), 
(wi, 2) . . . (wi, b).  

•  This would be a reasonable solution to the memory limitations of the 
stripes approach, since each of the sub-stripes would be smaller.  

•  In the case of b = |V |, where |V | is the vocabulary size, this is 
equivalent to the pairs approach. In the case of b = 1, this is equivalent 
to the standard stripes approach.  

Compute Relative Frequencies 

•  Word co-occurrence matrix M,  
•  a large nXn matrix, n = |V|, vocabulary size 
•  mi,j is the absolute count of co-occurrence of 

word wi with word wj in a specific context 
•  Relative frequency    f(wj | wi) 
•  f(wj | wi) = N(wi, wj) / Σw’ N(wi, w’)  
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Compute Relative Frequencies 
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class Mapper 
  method Map(docid a, doc d)  

  for all term w ∈ doc d do 
   H ← new AssociativeArray 
   for all term u ∈ Neighbors(w) do  
    H{u} ← H{u} + 1  
   Emit(Term w, Stripe H) ◁ Tally words co-occurring with w  

class Reducer 
 method Reduce(term w, stripes [H1, H2, H3, . . .])  
  Hf ← new AssociativeArray 
  for all stripe H ∈ stripes [H1, H2, H3, . . .] do  
   Sum(Hf, H)        ◁ element-wise sum 

  compute sumOverHf;  
  RelativeFrequency(Hf, sumOverHf) ◁ divide every element 
  Emit(term w, stripe Hf )  

  

 using stripes appraoch easy 
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Compute Relative Frequencies 
 with the pairs approach? 

Attempt 1  
•  reducer receives (wi,wj) as the key and the count as the 

value  
•  buffer in memory all the words that co-occur with wi and 

their counts  
•  define the sort order of the pair so that keys are first 

sorted by the left word, and then by the right word  
•  given this ordering, we can easily detect if all pairs 

associated with the word (wi) have been encountered  
•  go back through the in-memory buffer, compute the 

relative frequencies, and then emit those results in the 
final key-value pairs  

Essentially reducer preserves state across multiple keys  
WiSe Lab @ WMU 
www.cs.wmich.edu/wise 
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•  Insights 
– properly sequence data presented to the 

reducer  
– somehow compute the marginal in the 

reducer before processing the joint counts, 
the reducer could then simply divide the joint 
counts by the marginal to compute the relative 
frequencies  

– notion of “before” and “after” can be captured 
in the ordering of key-value pairs, which can 
be explicitly controlled by the programmer  
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Computing Relative Frequencies 
 with the pairs approach 

•  Mapper additionally emits a “special” key of the 
form (wi, *) with a value of 1 (to allow computation of the 
marginal) 

•  Use combiner to aggregate partial marginal counts 
(before they are sent to reducers) 

•  OR use in-mapper combiner pattern 
•  In the reducer, make sure that key-value 

representing partial marginal counts are presented 
before the normal key-value pairs 
–  Define sort order so * is before any other 
–  Define partitioner so pay attention to only left word of key 

WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Computing Relative Frequencies 
 with the pairs approach 
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Computing Relative Frequencies 
 with the pairs approach 

•  key  
(dog, *) 
(dog, aardvark)  
(dog, aardwolf) ... 
(dog, zebra)  
(doge, *) 
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•  values  
[6327, 8514, . . .] 
[2,1] 
[1]  
[2,1,1,1] 
 [682, ...]  

 
Compute marginal for dog 
= 42908 
f(aardvark | dog)=3/42908 
 
f(aardwolf | dog) = ? 
f(zebra | dog) = 5/42908 
 
Compute marginal for 
doge 

Example at a reducer 

This approach is known as Order Inversion design pattern 

order inversion design pattern for computing 
relative frequencies  - summary 

 •  Emit a special key-value pair for each co-occurring word 
pair in the mapper to capture its contribution to the 
marginal.  

•  Control the sort order of the intermediate key so that the 
key-value pairs representing the marginal contributions 
are processed by the reducer before any of the pairs 
representing the joint word co-occurrence counts.  

•  Define a custom partitioner to ensure that all pairs with 
the same left word are shuffled to the same reducer.  

•  Preserve state across multiple keys in the reducer to first 
compute the marginal based on the special key-value 
pairs and then dividing the joint counts by the marginals 
to arrive at the relative frequencies.  

WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Secondary Sorting 

•  Sorting by key is provided by MapReduce 
•  What if in addition to sorting by key, we 

need to sort by value? 
•  Google’s MapReduce implementation 

provides built-in functionality (which 
guarantees that values arrive in sorted 
order) 

•  Hadoop, does not have this capability 

WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Example – Sensor readings 

•  m sensors, each taking readings on a 
continuous basis, m fairly large 

•  (t1, m1, r80521) (t1, m2, r14209) (t1, m3, 
r76042) ...  

•  (t2, m1, r21823) (t2, m2, r66508) (t2, m3, 
r98347)  

•  ti is timestamp, mi is sensor, rx is reading 
•  Construct activity at each individual sensor 

over time 
WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Sensor Readings 

•  First attempt 
•  Mapper  

– Emit sensorID as the intermediate key with 
rest of the record as the value 

–           m1 è (t1,r80521)  
•  Reducer 

– Collects readings over time 
•  Would this preserve temporal order of 

readings? 
WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Value-to-Key Conversion design pattern 
•  basic idea is to move part of the value into the 

intermediate key to form a composite key, and let the 
MapReduce execution framework handle the sorting  

•  Emit the sensor id and the timestamp as a composite 
key  

•  (m1, t1) è(r80521)  
•  Define intermediate key sort order to first sort by the 

sensor id (the left element in the pair) and then by the 
timestamp (the right element in the pair).  

•  Also implement a custom partitioner so that all pairs 
associated with the same sensor are shuffled to the 
same reducer.  
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Value-to-Key Conversion design pattern 

•  Key-value pairs should be presented to 
reducer in the correct sorted order 

(m1, t1) è[(r80521)]  
(m1, t2) è [(r21823)] 
(m1, t3) è [(r146925)]  
...  

•  However, sensor readings are now split across 
multiple keys. The reducer will need to preserve 
state and keep track of when readings 
associated with the current sensor end and the 
next sensor begin  

WiSe Lab @ WMU 
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Data Warehouses 
•  hold sales transactions, product 

inventories, semi-structured data (e.g. 
query logs), unstructured data 

–  Insight gained by mining historical, current, and prospective data can yield 
competitive advantages in the marketplace.  

•  traditionally implemented through relational 
databases  

•  optimized for a specific workload known as 
online analytical processing (OLAP)  

•  Parallel (column oriented) databases can 
be used 
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Relational Joins 

•  Examine MapReduce algorithms for 
manipulating relational data  
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